
Messerschmitt BF109
design by Brian Warzynak – April 2021

wing span 48"
length 38"
weight (no battery) 550g
power 2216 1120kv
5 channels (built with flaps)

10x6 prop
2200mAh 3S battery
max draw 20A with my motor and prop combination
needed 27g nose weight
all-up-weight of 840g
CG at 5cm back (pretty much front edge of spar)
Aileron throws needed to be a bit aggressive at 18-20 degrees (although I may have been flying a bit 
slow)
Elevator throws at 13-15 degrees

The plans are laid out to be printed best on 11x17 paper and minimize tape seams on individual parts.

Build notes:
There are a bunch of little notes by specific parts to help with any unique assembly methods.  

When assembling the fuselage box ‘spine’, lay the main portion flat on the table and glue the rear sides 
in place.  Pay attention to the orientation or the rear sides – there is a left and a right - they are two 
different pieces.  Use a straight edge or something to be sure the top of the main section is straight with 
the top of the rear sections.  They can be reinforced with a piece of foam board glued on top if desired, 
but I don’t expect it would be necessary.  The battery tray and the servo tray can be installed after the A 
fold is cool.  The lower and upper power pod guides should be installed after folding assembly of 
fuselage and installation of the battery tray but before the fuselage front bottom tray gets installed.  It 
might help align the tops if the power pod is assembled and used to keep things tight.  I’ve only used on
skewer to hold the power pod in place so I have a clean path for the battery to slide as far forward as 
possible.

The rear fuselage cover skin (skin E) should be pre-glued and left for a period of time.  Leave tape on 
until all done with build to help prevent splitting (trying first version for assembly).  Current thought is 
to assemble the skin and then situate the HSTAB VSTAB assembly in from the rear (need to pinch back
to get it to fit through.  Slit assembly up to where VSTAB notch meets the end of the slot in skin E.  
Then slide loose assembly into place onto fuselage ‘spine’.  It takes some patience to get the VSTAB 
slot to slide onto the top of the box.  Note that stir straws should be preinstalled and left long to slide 
through holes in Skin E

Leave cowl ring until the end (after tail assembly is on)  SAVE THE COWL RING FOR VERY LAST 
IN ASSEMBLY!  The entire plane balances well on former 1 and balancing on the cowl ring might 
damage it a bit...

Front fuselage skins.



Glue skin A first and slide onto formers.  It should be flush on the front of Former 1 and situated 
between the first and second former 2 (one former for skin A, one former for skin B).  Glue at front and
rear, clean glue off where skin B attaches.

Tape skin B in place (do not glue).  Align top of skin with the box fuselage, bottom with the bottom of 
former 4.  Tape skin C in place as well, aligning wing cutout on bottom of skins B and C.  This is so 
when placing skin D you can again line up the wing cutout of skins C and D.

Rear fuselage and tail assembly.
Glue bottom seams on skins D and E prior to assembly.  Slight chamfer is necessary on rear former 8, 
mostly on the very top and the bottom, with slight angles on the sides.
Slide skin D onto formers, positioning tight against skin C.  A bit of ‘squishing’ of the slanted former 
may be necessary to get it to mate well with the skin.  Glue around skin ends and clean off excess glue 
so other skins can mate well.  Once skin D dries, remove tape from formers B and C and glue into 
place, aligning the bottoms along the wing cutout.

With skin E being last, glue it up and work the foam so the bottom is quite flat, with tight bends, 
especially at the back.  NOTE: Be sure to have stir straws installed with several inches sticking out the 
back – this will greatly ease assembly.  Carefully slide the former on and one at a time using a skewer 
to help guide through the holes, work the stir straws into the holes in the skin.  Once both straws are 
through the skin, slide the skin fully into place.  Slide the HSTAB/VSTAB assembly into the rear 
opening.  Carefully align the slot in the VSTAB with the box fuselage and under the skin top.  Visually 
align the bottom of the VSTAB with the bottom of the box fuselage.  Once in place, pinch the rear of 
skin E around the rear of the VSTAB / box fuselage to be sure everything forms well.  Once you are 
comfortable with the fit, remove the HSTAB/VSTAB, slide skin E back enough to get glue on the edge 
of former 8 / skin D.  Start taping from the bottom and align the two skins and tape tightly in place.  
Once the glue cools, glue the HSTAB/VSTAB into place (test fit again to be sure you can get in in 
place quickly!)  Then glue the rear of the skin E to the box fuselage, and then glue the edges of skin E 
to the VSTAB.  Glue the ends of the stir straws into place and trim to length close to the fuselage.

Some wrap up that should be clarified on next build….
The design is to have the ESC installed BELOW the power pod.  This has the wiring coming in under 
the battery tray.  It is a bit tricky to get the wiring installed, and I have not yet built off the latest plans –
the battery tray dropped and the hole in the back of it may need to be larger to get wiring and allow 
airflow from the lower cowl intake.  Also, it was designed to have the lower cowl intake pass airflow 
under to power pod, up through the hole in the battery tray, pass through a hole in the top of the wing 
directly behind the rear spar, and pass out of the plane via the wing radiators.  Most of these paths are 
designed in, except for the cutout in the top of the wing (as of version 1.0 of the plans).  Plan 
accordingly prior to attaching the wing!


